
2022 Corporate Programs
DIY Kits/Workshops
Webinars/Lectures

Garden to Kitchen Collaborations 
Social Media Platform Management 

In-person Events and Trainings



What are the 2022 seasonal vegetable 
gardening DIY Kits and Presentations?
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Each of the programs below include on-site or virtual presentations, offering Adam’s expertise and tips for success.

Participants can grow vegetables on their apartment balcony, patio or outdoor garden beds.

• WINTER: Learn the process of starting indoor vegetable seeds to garden-ready plants.

• SPRING: Master the skill of growing lettuce containers with a customized Pike Lane Gardens seed mix and companion 
planting with cucumbers.

• SUMMER: Achieve success in growing and harvesting cucumbers with hands-on pickling techniques

• FALL: Delve into the world of garlic, fall planting techniques and hands-on cooking demonstration.

All workshops include “do it yourself kits” that provide the participant with everything they need to 
maximize the experience.

The kits are developed regardless of available growing space. 

The virtual presentations or pre-recorded from people who are unable to attend.

Participants will learn how to grow their own vegetables and enjoy the health benefits of eating fresh 
produce.



Indoor Seed Starting Kit 
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GROWING TRAY
25 cell growing tray with peat 

pods & plastic dome

CURATED SEED PACKETS
Sun Gold Cherry Tomato

Red Russian Kale
Genovese Basil 

POTTING
3” peat pots & seedling 

markers

WELCOME CARD
Customizable “Welcome 
Card” with company logo

SA
MPLE

SA
MPLE

This 1-hour presentation will focus on the process of indoor seed starting. Participants will receive 3 varieties of summer 
vegetable seeds that are conducive for container gardening on a patio, balcony or deck. We will review the planting 
technique, the growing phases and processes with emphasis on  best practices for healthy seedlings. A Q&A segment will 
be held at the conclusion for personalized support. A recording will be available for participants who are unable to attend



Growing your Own Salad Bowl 
& Pickling Cucumbers 
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Fabric Grow Bag
5 Gallon collapsible

Spring Leaf Salad Mix
seed packet 

Extra Virgin Olive Oil Welcome Card 
Customizable with company 

logo

SA
MPLE

Supremo Cucumbers
seed packet

This 1-hour presentation will focus on the foundations of organic gardening, planting, and caring of a leaf lettuce blend 
and companion planting with pickling cucumbers. Participants will receive the curated kit in advance and will follow along 
during the presentation. A Q&A segment will be held at the conclusion for personalized support. 
A recording will be available for participants who are unable to attend.



In-Person Events

Whether you have an existing Rooftop Garden location where employees can participate 
or a dedicated outside space that “live” or virtual vegetable gardening workshops can be 
held, Adam can travel to your location and share his expertise.

Programs based on having accessible outdoor space:

• DIY Kits and Interactive workshop
- Introduction to Indoor Seeding 
- Growing your own salad bowl and cucumbers in containers.
Kits are sent in advance to the company's offices.

• Virtual or live presentation of planting techniques of vegetable varieties  
followed by Chef cooking demonstration

• Caring for your own vegetable plant
PLG will provide a seedling of a specific vegetable to each attendee. They will   
plant their own plant in a container and will learn to feed, prune, water and
harvest their own plant!

• These programs are specifically curated based on the organization's objectives. 



2022 Webinar/Lecture Programs

Each presentation will be 45 minutes with 15 minutes allotted for Q&A.
and will include a videotape recording for participants who are unable to 
attend “live”. All webinars/lectures include virtual handouts and live 
demonstrations.

Suggested Programs

• Why should I grow an organic garden… It’s all about the soil 
• Selecting your vegetable seeds for the upcoming season
• What do I want to grow vs. what can I grow in my container or raised bed 

garden
• Planting techniques for your spring and summer garden
• Protecting your garden from animals, pests and disease
• Composting 101
• Garden to Kitchen Chef collaborations for spring, summer and fall vegetables
• All about tomatoes 
• Harvesting techniques for you your spring or summer vegetables 
• How to plant a fall vegetable garden
• All about Garlic 
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Additional questions can be 
directed to:

Adam Weiss
www.pikelanegardens.com
info@pikelanegardens.com
Instagram @pike_lane_gardens_

845.750.8020



About Woodstock’s Master Gardener Adam Weiss
While the world suffered from an unexpected trauma during the pandemic in 2020, 
Adam Weiss, organic master gardener, positively impacted individuals and teams 
across the nation. He shared his expertise through a series of fun and informative 
workshops throughout the spring, summer and fall growing seasons. 

Adam coaches and guides every participant with step-by-step gardening processes.  
He guarantees much more than a beautiful garden with delicious produce ---his 
mission is to help vegetable gardeners develop a special connection to the earth. 

Aside from being a much-needed therapeutic outdoor activity, Adam strives to raise 
awareness on the importance of creating well-being and healthy habits in our daily 
life. 

Author and influencer, Adam has also been a contributing editor to Men’s Journal 
Magazine and Food Management Magazine.

Adam is the founder of Weiss Business Solutions, a management consulting firm 
where he mirrors strategies to his consulting business as he does with his organic 
vegetable gardening practices. He employs thoughtful attention, patience and 
perseverance, while managing outside variables. The result is creating an optimal 
environment for company growth. 

From his garden in Woodstock, New York, Adam invites your company to join him in 
an exciting, well-deserved gardening journey this upcoming season.
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